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Accomplishment Highlight Papers (AHPs)™ 

How do you generate chemistry and provide a positive feel for your 

personality, in your absence? 

When a hiring manager, business partner or investor has his/her attention distributed across 

a lot of different candidates – then you need to do something first – something that focuses 

their attention on YOU. 

That’s what ‘Pre-suasion’ does. It gives people a channel ‘Psychological Chute’ into which to 

focus their attention that makes your message more likely to create instant rapport with your 

captive reader.  

Let me introduce you to Accomplishment Highlight Papers, similar in structure to ‘Case 

Studies’ found on a business website; perhaps, the world’s most ‘pre-suasive’ self-marketing 

tool?   

Accomplishment Highlight Papers (AHPs) will market you more effectively than just you 

presenting your CV or application. AHPs get presented on separate accompanied pages, 

formatted to a specific composition. 

Branding And Positioning Tactic 

Accomplishment Highlight Papers (AHPs) are one of the few sure-fire personal branding and 

positioning strategies left in the world. No. 1 choice, overall, because underlying this 

‘influencing’ tactic is the ‘Cognitive Response Law of Influence’: the successful persuasion 

tactic that directs and channels thoughts so that the target thinks in a manner agreeable to 

the communicator’s point of view; the successful tactic disrupts negative thinking and 

promotes positive thoughts about the proposed course of action. 

Take a moment and imagine how this ‘influence advantage’ easily opens the door to career 

progression; how your recipient concludes on ‘YOU’ been the favourite choice.  

Amazing ‘Sell You Best’ Future Positioning Strategy  

Accomplishment Highlight Papers (AHPs)™ state very precisely the positive 

outcomes/tangible results that you have achieved from your previous and current ‘business-

impact’ endeavours.   

These papers indicate what you WILL deliver for your hiring manager, business partner or 

investor – you are demonstrating value-in-advance. 

Put another way; business decisions are nearly always driven by expectations of emotional 

gratification - emotional reaction/desire in having found the ULTIMATE candidate for the role. 

Accomplishment Highlight Papers has secretly helped C-Level professionals for years. 

Much like my popular and insightful ‘Career Branding Specialist’ consultation (45+ Minutes), I 

assist you in filling out the AHPs Questionnaire that is sent to you prior to our discussion.  

Watch your interview appointment rates soar while receiving and commanding higher quality 

employment opportunities.   

That’s the mesmerising ‘sell-you-best’ power of Accomplishment Highlight Papers (AHPs) ™. 
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Switch On The Success Forces Of Your Career Brand  

It’s my belief that 'success forces' within a professional’s career can either be switched on or 

switched off. Moreover, there comes a critical moment that defines how a particular career 

path gets to grow and prosper or shimmer and fade away from existence.  

Accomplishment Highlight Papers create a results-getting appeal that can be the 

metamorphosis to get a career back into a ‘Future Positioning Strategy’ mindset.  

Success in Career Branding depends on the mode of appeal, knowledge of the incentive, the 

touching of the chord that responds. Demonstrate your work-related capabilities and 

expertise - ultimately succeeding in the selection process via differentiation of other ‘under-

represented’ candidates.   

Your earning potential can be increased exponentially, and you open doors to a world of 

opportunities and professional growth - easily maintain upward mobility throughout your 

career; income improvement always follows self-improvement/positioning, i.e. personal 

brand. 

“Money makes the choices it makes.” 

Personal branding influences decisions, attitudes and actions of an audience, presells them 

and makes them aware of your character, strength and personality, prior to any face-to-

face/online meetings. Your ‘Positioning Strategy’ is IMPORTANT if you are to attract greater 

opportunity and future success. 

The secret weapon that generates chemistry and provides a positive feel for your personality, 

an important part when defining and differentiating an authentic personal brand that’s YOU. 

Do You Consider Yourself A Logical-minded Person? 

A good persuasive perspective will amplify your value proposition, compel the hiring 

manager, business partner or investor to think and induce him or her to deliver a positive 

response in your favour. Am I Right? 

IMAGINE: Not just outflanking, but conquering your competition. So, now think what it feels 

like, to have a force, a ‘psychological’ best advantage of knowing what your competition does 

not know. Do you see how this is a real benefit to your positioning strategy and a boost to 

your application and confidence? 

As you can tell, I’m not going to be able to charge you a million pounds for these; I am rolling 

out this ‘Sell You Best’ Marketing Strategy Investment for only £247.00.  

(Set of 2 Accomplishment Highlight Papers and 45+ Minutes Consultation).  

Do You Qualify? 

Warning: Accomplishment Highlight Papers are not for everyone - I assist the ‘ambitious’, 

purpose-driven, those who want to move to the next level of success. I help winners win 

more opportunity by communicating their ‘Core Value’.  

I can only be effective by being selective; I only want to work with highly committed clients’. 

Only mutual commitment can guarantee a results-getting transformation, deep 

transformation, not a Band-Aid approach.  
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I'm dedicated to bringing out the ‘Best Future Self’ in you.  

I assist you in implementing your career strategy through mutual commitment, consistency 

and determination. 

Would you work with someone who did not want the ‘best’ possible outcome for you?  

I would love to have a long and beneficial relationship with you. So, that together, we 

develop a powerful asset that you will own; an asset that will yield dividends beyond your 

initial investment - leaves your competition in the dust.  

I am willing to refund your purchase if you give me one good reason why Accomplishment 

Highlight Papers (AHPs) ™, won't work in focusing your reader on YOU favourably.  

Let’s Get Started 

Do consider the ‘reason-why’ my clients can confidently refer me, and why they are more 

than willing to provide me with 5-star reviews and testimonials. 

************************************************************************** 

“The accomplishment highlight papers (AHPs) service provided is a new solution to those who want to 

stay on top of what they have done throughout their career. I have never seen any of my former 

colleagues using AHPs before and I am sure companies will place ‘favour’ on candidates with AHPs. So, 

for sure this will have great amount of value, as it's tangible and specific. 

CV is still needed of course, but the CV hasn't got much room for tangible results. I have found AHPs a 

great addition to my professional profile going forward.  

It’s worth the effort, to step out of my comfort zone and document my achievements in this format. 

Thanks again for your great service. 

-- 

Kind regards,” 

- Saeed – Senior Software Engineer 

************************************************************************** 

Don’t miss out, as you can imagine, I get booked up, pretty quick these days. 

Now, make your appointment by calling Gerard on 07368 267 612. 

************************************************************************** 

Gerard O’Neill - Results Getting Copywriter/Behavioural Science Advisor and Career Branding Specialist 

– delivering persuasive and scientifically proven sales influence/behavioural insights – finding the most 

enticing and convincing method of appeal – UK 07368 267 612 

************************************************************************** 

Telephone: 01553 763 192 

Mobile: 07368 267 612 

Email: gerard@copywriterservices.co.uk 

Website: www.copywriterservices.co.uk  
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Tell A Friend 

Perhaps, you can tell a friend or loved one who needs to see a brighter picture of tomorrow, 

motivated and achieving career satisfaction. Go right ahead. They will no doubt, thank you 

for it. 

 


